




AKASHA MASTER PLAN | SAFRAN-LANDCORP

Architects Studio has delivered Master 
Plans and Urban Designs covering the 
full spectrum and ranging from the 
small crafted urban intervention to that 
of long term, planned, Smart Cities. Our 
design acumen has ensured that we 
rank amongst the preferred Mauritian 
designers for large scale projects.

Our latest Master Plans :
Akasha, Pointe d’Esny Le Village
Mon Trésor Smart City 
Medine – Uniciti , Vivea Business Park
Terra Lakeshore Precinct 
Beachcomber (Imperia Golf Estate Les Salines)
Azuri Phase 2, La Balise Marina

We Know our
Master Planning &

Urban Design



Akasha

The real estate project of the prestigious AKASHA villas is nestled in a 
magical place next to the Tamarina golf at the entrance of Tamarin, in 
the west of Mauritius, bordered by the Rempart River which gives access 
to the sea. It is an exceptional place, a true paradise overlooking the 
nature at its highest point of almost 30 meters high and descending on 
the gently sloping river to reach the sea of Tamarin Bay.

This place instills tranquility and the sweetness of life in Mauritius as a 
protected haven with the sea for horizon surrounded by lush vegetation. 
The natural relief of the land naturally delineates the location of the 
luxurious “Village” villas, the “Mountain” villas, or the prestigious “River” 
villas from top to bottom…
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01 AKASHA



POINTE D’ESNY LE VILLAGE

Located on the southeast coast of Mauritius, Pointe d’Esny Le Village is 
just 15 minutes from the international airport. It has been designed around 
natural ponds and has direct access to the beach at Pointe d’Esny, which 
includes one of the most beautiful lagoons on the island.
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02 POINTE D’ESNY LE VILLAGE



Mon Trésor Smart City

The Mon Trésor Masterplan has been earmarked & conceptionally 
driven to be developed as the first Smart City in Mauritius – in line with the 
Government’s mandate to transform and place Mauritius in the league 
of high-income economies and inclusive sustainable development.

The Smart City Project at Mon Trésor is a one of a kind, mixed-use 
sustainable development which is situated in the strategic zone around 
the SSR International Airport in the south of Mauritius. This forward-
thinking city will incorporate business parks, offices and commercial 
spaces as well as residential precincts and leisure facilities. The park 
will offer world-class offices, retail facilities, logistics and Freeport light 
industrial infrastructure. It will also provide strategic development 
opportunities coupled with state-of-the-art infrastructure to local and 
international companies wishing to connect efficiently to international 
trade and partners in the sectors of high value and time-sensitive 
products in addition to world class “build-to-sell” and “build to 
lease”offers to a diversified pool of stakeholders.

The Mon Trésor masterplan has been specifically designed to ensure a 
modern urban fabric of “live, play, work .” Through the close integration 
of these varying uses, the development strives to achieve a holistic 
approach tothe modern lifestyle, offering a unique and vital backdrop 
to daily life. The urban design principles that informed the masterplan 
was based on a development that harnesses the spirit of the place. 
The key design approach is to capitalise on the natural beauty and 
architectural heritage of the site. The new master plan incorporates 
existing trees and structures of value to add a layer of meaning that 
reflects the history and the culture of the site.

Masterplanning & Guidelines were done for the following areas of the 
Mon Trésor site:

1. Logistics & Light Industrial Park
2. Business Park
3. Trade-Expo Park

In Joint Venture with International Architects – Boogertman+Partners 
(South Africa)
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02 CASCAVELLE SHOPPING VILLAGE

03 MON TRÉSOR SMART CITY



UNICITI Town Centre

The Walkable Town Centre – A Case Study in the heart of 
Uniciti Smart City

A proposed concept for a future Walkable Town Centre loaded with 
memorable Activation Nodes. Set in a green environment with all the 
essential amenities and placemaking zones, Uniciti Town Centre is the 
perfect place to live life to the fullest.

– Mettre l’homme au coeur du développement avec des axes 
   pédestres ininterrompus.
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04 UNICITI TOWN CENTRE



04 UNICITI TOWN CENTRE



Les Fascines - Vivea Business Park 

Les Fascines is located within Vivéa Business Park in Moka Smart City 
and benefits from direct access to Kendra Shopping Centre. This new 
building benefits from direct integration with St Pierre village which 
allows tenants to benefit from a wide choice of restaurants, shops and 
everyday facilities.The new office development of Les Fascines will be 
built next to the old cooling pool of the former sugar factory which is 
called in french Les Fascines, hence the name of the project.
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05 LES FASCINES - VIVEA BUSINESS PARK



The Beau Plan Lifestyle Village & Office Park

Standing proudly at the heart of the Smart City, the LifeStyle Village 
provides visitors and residents with an eclectic mix of restaurants, 
entertainment, culture and shopping.

Designed on a human scale, this charming lakeside destination has it 
all: from casual cafes to gourmet dining, from quaint boutiques to well-
known clothing stores, and acres of greenery to immerse yourself in the
outdoors—everything you need is simply a short stroll away.

With its contemporary architecture on a human scale, the Office Park 
will offer a range of offices and workspaces located by the lake and in 
close proximity to the business hotel and Lifestyle Village.
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06 THE BEAU PLAN LIFESTYLE VILLAGE & OFFICE PARK



Imperia Golf Estate

Situated on the west coast of Mauritius, the region accommodates 
some of the well renowned resorts, offering breath-taking views of the 
western coast. The already established expatriate community further 
adds to the attractiveness of the region, with facilities accessible all 
across the western coast.

The project, which will be developed under the PDS scheme, comprises 
220 luxury villas and an 18-hole golf course of international standard.
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07 IMPERIA GOLF ESTATE



Azuri Phase 2

The long term vision for the Azuri IRS Villa Complex is to create a thriving, 
aesthetically pleasing residential area that serves the community’s 
needs in harmony with the local environment and neighbouring 
development.

Developed as a “Smart City”, Azuri is a mixed-use development in the 
north of the island. Supported by the Minister of Environment, who had 
working sessions with the project sponsors as well as with local residents 
to ensure that the interests of both parties and the nation were in line 
with the Government’s long term sustainable vision for Mauritius.

The developer’s intent in this complex is to ensure that the architecture 
and landscaping result in a development sympathetic to the natural 
river and coastal setting and avoid any overpowering architecture 
that will dominate the landscape. The master plan is set out in a way 
to maximize the views to the riverside and also to the estuary, where 
applicable. Preservation and enhancement of the natural environment 
is encouraged.
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08 AZURI PHASE 2



La Balise Marina

La Balise Marina is a residential marina situated on the South-West Coast 
of Mauritius in the coastal village of Black River and is accessible from 
the main Black River – Savanne road. It is a development under the 
IRS – Integrated Resort Scheme for non-Mauritians, and is the only IRS 
on the island that is part of a marina. The scheme has been developed 
on ±12.5 Hectares of freehold land at the estuary of Black River. The 
developer’s intent was to ensure that the architecture and landscaping 
resulted in a development sympathetic to the natural coastal setting 
and avoid, as much as possible, any overpowering architecture that 
would dominate the landscape.

The design concept emphasizes architectural simplicity, human scale 
and vertical proportions, traditional plan form, harmony, refined details 
and natural colours. The intention was to develop a unique cohesive 
architectural character as an appropriate response to the environment 
and setting. This was promoted with the use of natural stone, timber and 
other building materials throughout the development. Earthy and natural 
tones were chosen to allow buildings to merge with the landscape and 
create a development that complimented the environment rather than 
contrasted with it.The design concept was aimed at an elegance and 
simplicity to create the ideal marina lifestyle for a modern society.

The development also incorporated “green” ecologically sound 
measures including solar water-heating for all the houses, on-site 
sewage treatment using rotating biological contactor technology 
(bacteria), re-using grey water for irrigation, energy-efficient LED lights 
and a plentiful use of zero emission natural materials like timber and 
stone. The mouth of the estuary which had silted up over many decades 
was dredged and deepened which has encouraged various types of 
aquatic fauna to flourish in the marina environs including the basins 
themselves.
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09 LA BALISE MARINA



Preskil Island Resort Mauritius

Located on a peninsula between the historic village of Mahébourg 
and the Blue Bay Marine Park, Preskil Island Resort is a superior 4-star 
family hotel. A place full of charm, finesse and elegance, offering a 
friendly atmosphere and authentic experiences in a mythical place. 
Once you’ll cross the bridge, you’ll easily feel at home…
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10 PRESKIL ISLAND RESORT MAURITIUS



Vivea Business Park

Vivea Business Park is a 18.2 hectare estate, which until 2007 was home 
to a thriving sugar factory known as Mont Desert Alma which has since 
then ceased production. Since, the sugar factory sheds & buildings 
have been tastefully refurbished and set up with state-of-the-art 
communication technology to create a modern working environment 
with character & atmosphere – setting a new trend & working style in 
Mauritius.

The Master Plan for Vivea Business Park includes the ENL Head Office 
Building, The Factory Office Building, Valetta House Office Building, 
1827 Building and ‘La Distillerie’. The rest of the estate is divided up into 
plots of land to be developed for future office buildings in later phases 
of the Masterplanning.
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11 VIVEA BUSINESS PARK



11 VIVEA BUSINESS PARK



The 7 Coloured Earth Geopark & Coffee Factory

Nature has her own ways of piquing our curiosity and Chamarel’s Seven 
Coloured Earth is one of those surreal things that will make yours run 
wild. With its 600 million years of history, Chamarel 7 Coloured Earth is 
one spectacular Geo Park destination!

One of Mauritius’ most iconic attractions, the island’s original and 
premier geopark provides a unique experience for geology enthusiasts, 
nature lovers and those who simply want to understand more about 
this rare and impressive phenomenon.

Chamarel’s plantations extend over 16 hectares at an altitude of 280 
metres above sea level. The coffee trees are planted between rows of 
palm trees to protect them from the wind and harsh sunlight. The trees 
flower in November, with the first summer rains, then produce bright 
red berries containing two coffee beans. The fruit is harvested by hand 
between May to September by a team of experienced female pickers.
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12 THE 7 COLOURED EARTH GEOPARK & COFFEE FACTORY



Contact Us

1st Floor, Alma 101 Building 
Vivea Business Park, St Pierre
Republic of Mauritius

Scan QR code to discover 
more Master Plan projects

Follow us on :

Architects Studio Ltd

(+230)
(+230)
(+230)

433 3437
433 4147
5498 2332/2352 (Emtel)

t.
f.

(+230) 5258 7417/7419(Orange)m.
m. 

projects@architectsstudioltd.com
www.architectsstudioltd.com

e.
w.
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Our Creative Team specialises in the imagination and creation of original, 
first class project concepts.

You too can capture “L’air du temps” and benefit from our design flair, 
problem solving skills and robust experience.

“When our single action results in larger positive outcomes,
When our design addresses and solves real world issues with flair and gusto,
When your project benefits from our best ideation and strategies for the job,

That’s the Architects Studio IDEAS effect.”


